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The Flood
Escape the Fate

Escape The Fate
The Flood
Submitted by: paramore_fans@yahoo.com

Key: Bb

Tuning: Standard EADGBe

Chords used:
Gm -     355333
Eb -     x68886
Cm -     x35543
Dm -     xx0231
Bb -     x13331
F -      133211
D/F# -   2x023x or 254xx

Intro: Gm--Eb--Cm--Dm

Verse 1:
Gm
  I can t believe
Eb                   Cm
  The drama that i m in
the flood is getting closer
Dm
  but i don t think they
                   Gm
know i know how to swim
             Eb
your feeling numb
from all that 
      Cm
has become
it leaves your
gums slips 
          D/F#
down your tongue
and travels
fast down towards
your lungs

Refrain:
Cm      Dm    Eb



  all because i 

Growl:
F       D/F#
left it behind

Chorus:
Gm
  I feel the pressure
Bb
  it s coming down on
  Eb
me It s turning me 
          Dm
black and blue ohhoho
Gm
you left me on
    Bb
the side of the road
            Eb
SIDE OF THE ROAD
and now i ve got 
            Dm
no place to go
you ve brought 
the flood!

Post chorus: Gm--Eb--Cm--Dm

Verse 2:
Gm         Eb
  i cant believe
the troubles that
       Cm
you ve caused
the pain is 
getting stronger
D/F#
  like an open wound 
            Gm
without the gauze
           Eb
it s on my brain its 
             Cm
driving me insane
it s on my mind 
all of the
D/F#
time and if it 
left I would be fine



(Repeat Refrain and Chorus)

Interlude: Gm---Bb x4

Bridge: Craig Growls
Gm
I take it back
Take it back!
Bb
Leave it be
Gm
I take it back
Take it back
Bb
Leave it be
Leave it be
D/F#
Leave it be 

(Repeat Chorus twice)

Outro: Craig Growls
Gm
I take it back
Take it back!
Bb
Leave it be
Gm
I take it back
Take it back
Bb
Leave it be
Leave it be
D/F#
Leave it be 


